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AR-15 Rifle – A brief history and Historical TimeLine

Last updated on July 12, 2021 By admin

AR-15 Rifle is a name used to describe a timeless assault rifle. Some people better know it as M-16, which is the weapon used by the U.S. Military. In full, the AR-15 is originally called ArmaLite 15. In this article, we’ll go through the history of this famous American weapon and all the stages of its creation in 1959 to how it has evolved. 
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There’s a common belief that the AR in AR-15 means Assault Rifle. It is a phrase that originates from the German word ” Sturmgewehr,” meaning Storm or assault rifle. It was used in World War II in propaganda posters and later used for military-style weapons. However, many confuse this with ”Assault weapon”, a legal phrase used for a certain category of illegal firearms used from 1994 to 2004. 




The irony is that AR-15 is suitable for these descriptions, a military-style rifle considered illegal in the Federal Assault Weapons Ban in 1984. AR represents ArmaLite, the manufacturer’s name. 




1950’s: The ArmaLite Company was Created




The simple origin of ArmaLite Company’s beginning is traceable to Hollywood, California, in the early 1950s. This company was created by George Sullivan, the former patent counsel of the small arms company Lockheed Corporation, now called Lockheed Martin. The company got funding from the Airplane Corporation and Fairchild Engine, a brand of the Fairchild Republic. The company’s initial focus was on weapons design and not manufacturing. ArmaLite concentrated on weapons designs, not production. Eugene Stoner was the chief architect for ArmaLite’s weapons design, a young man with a passion for weapons design. 




1954-1956: ArmaLite started Designing Rifles




ArmaLite produced its first weapon design in 1954, and this firearm was called AR-5. It is a firearm action rifle developed as a survival rifle with a .22 Hornet round. It was originally designed for the U.S air force flight crew. ArmaLite manufactured other rifles like AR-5, AR-10 and lots more. Check for more options for ar-10 scopes.




ArmaLite sold their rights to the patent of the AR-15 to Colt because of financial challenges and production capacity limitations, and workforce. Colt made modifications to the rifle and rebranded it as the Colt 601, although it still carried markings of ArmaLite. Colt sold these redesigned arms to military services worldwide, and the US military adopted it as the M-1616 rifle; thus, its production started in March 1964. The AR-15 trademark was sold to law enforcement and civilian customers as Colt AR-15. But, the parent rifle of these M16 and Colt AR-15 variants is the AR-15. 




1961




Eugene Stoner left the ArmaLite company for Colt to become a consultant. During that period, the U.S air force tested the AR-15 and commissioned about 8,500 for the Air force. 




1963: The birth of the M-16




The AR-15 in possession of the Air Force birthed the M-16, the standard rifle model. It is the commonest United States Military service weapon. The United States needed a rifle for its operations, and when presented with the AR-15/M-16, they adopted it. After the second world war, the U.S military began to look for an automatic rifle in place of the ammunition they already had. They experimented with certain rifle versions, which failed. After facing logistical challenges and headstrong enemies during the Korean War and WWII, senior American commanders insisted on developing a new rifle. They carried out a series of testing on different rifles: M1, M14, AR 10 etc. The United States defense needed a rifle that would serve all four service areas, so they adopted the M-16. The military used it as opposed to the AK-47, a major contender for the M-16. 




1965: The M-16 is adopted as the Primary Service Rifle




In March 1965, The first set of M-16 was issued. American troops faced the Vietnam War with 300,000 new M-16 rifles purchased from Colt. The troops experienced cleaning problems as they didn’t have cleaning kits. These AR-15 models have a bad reputation for not having the ability to handle rough terrains. The major downside of this rifle is the failure to extract, so the cartridge would jam in the chamber after firing the rifle. A new version of the M-16 was developed, known as M16A1. The rifle came with a book on how to clean the rifle and take care of it. 




1989: Production began for AR-15’s for Civilians




After the expiration of the patent for the AR-15, Jim Glazier and Karl Lewis began manufacturing the AR-15 version for civilians, and it was introduced into the market from 1989 to 1994. 




1994-2004: Halting of Civilian Production




According to the Federal Weapons Ban, the legislature halted the production of civilian rifles after civilian assault weapons were termed illegal. However, there was no visible decrease in cases of gun violence with this legislation. 




2012-Present: Media Controversy




Recently, the AR-15 has made the media spotlight as it is reported to have involvement in many deadly civilian assaults in the U.S. it has triggered a heated debate on the future of AR-15 for civilians, as well other rifles. Statistics, however, point to handguns, not rifles, in most deadly assault cases. 




Today: The M-16 and Militaries Around the World




The AR-15 is still used as the United States’ service weapon until the M4 Carbine phases it completely. The M4 is designed based on the M-16 but is lighter and shorter. Nonetheless, the M-16 is still being used by militaries all over the world. It remains a top choice for most countries. More than eighty countries and 15 NATO countries use the M16. Canada, the United States and China still manufacture the M-16. The M-16 may have been replaced in the U.S, but it remains relevant. Hunters, gun enthusiasts and hobbyists still use it as their top sporting rifle option.


What to Wear to a Shooting Range?

Last updated on February 28, 2023 By admin
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When heading for a shooting range, the last thing you want to experience is a wardrobe malfunction. A shooting attire is appropriate and always recommended for any shooting practice or competition. You need to stay comfortable and focused on your shooting.




Some shooting ranges have a dressing code. It is important to make a pre-visit and acquaint yourself with any dress requirements. As a general rule, you need to dress comfortably and conservatively keeping the range conditions and temperature in mind.




Whether heading for an indoor or outdoor shooting range practice, there is essential gear to consider. Below, we discuss some of the important wears to a shooting range.




Essentials wears to a shooting range




Pants and long sleeve shirts




At a shooting range, you need to have less skin exposed. In case of accidents, you can be hit by brass leading to bad injuries. However, such injuries can be avoided, or reduced with proper dressing. Start by choosing the best shooting shirts.  Here, you can choose either short-sleeved or long-sleeved shirts. You can also have a shooting vest for added protection. The vest is usually worn over the shirts and provides added protection while giving convenient storage pockets. You can wear these vests even when the weather is hot since they feature a mesh fabric and are highly breathable.




Next, you need to select comfortable pants. The pants chosen must offer flexible movement to avoid any distraction when shooting. Some great choices are cargo shots that feature plenty of pockets for personal items like phones. If you have to practice drawing, consider tactical pants that easily pair with your holster.




Shooting gloves




Shooting gloves are not a necessity but come in handy when you need a firm grip on your rifle. The gloves are beneficial in so many ways. First, they can protect your hands during long hours of shooting practice. They can safeguard your hands from injuries from recoils and other unexpected events when handling a rifle.




Most of the gloves feature thick padding that helps absorb vibrations and shocks. This is a crucial feature that reduces fatigue especially when practicing repeatedly. The recoil from big calibers wears on the gloves. It is proven that wearing gloves makes one a better shooter. Be sure to carry them to your shooting range.




Eye protection




Protecting your eyes is extremely important whenever taking a shot. Whenever shooting outdoors, the eyes are always at risk to brass. We also have debris and dust that can enter the eyes and cause distractions. Wearing eye protection is highly recommended when shooting and cleaning your gun. Sometimes you have to pause halfway through a shooting practice to clean your gun. Loose springs and chemical sprays can easily enter your eyes causing harm.




Eye protection is pretty simple in the form of protective glasses. Eyeglasses are also beneficial providing greater contrast between targets. You get to see targets more clearly enhancing your shooting accuracy. Eyeglasses are important in practice but not very important in real-life situations where you must depend on your standard vision.




Ear protection




Loud sounds from big rifle calibers can have your ears ringing. This is why it is important to have a pair of ear protection to any shooting range. Remember they will be more shooters there with different weapon choices. Going to a shooting range without ear protection will cause ear damage and might lead to hearing problems.




The acceptable ear noise exposure is 85 decibels. People can listen to music or any other noise at 85 decibels without any issues. However, anything above 85 decibels leads to ear damage. Most rifles can produce loud noise up to 140 decibels which can be damaging to the ears. Shooting at such noise levels can lead to permanent and irreversible ear damage. Consider getting the best earmuffs and earplugs whenever heading to a shooting range.




Sturdy shoes




Most people are tempted to wear flip-flops in sunny weather. You need to consider sturdy closed shoes for any shooting range. The ideal shoes need to be comfortable and sturdy. This way, they can offer the feet protection from brass burning. Sturdy shoes do not translate to heavy-duty and steel-protected toe shoes. You just need a pair of comfortable closed shoes. Boots are a great option but they must be comfortable.




Hats




You’ve probably seen most shooters wearing hats when out in the field. The hat offers excellent protection from the harsh rays of the sun. It also offers protection from hot brass. You can keep your head cool especially when shooting for long hours on a hot sunny day.




A favorite holster




Lastly, you can consider a favorite holster. This is crucial when you need to practice gun drawing. What concealed holster do you use regularly? You need to carry such a holster and practice quick and safe drawing.




Final verdict




In conclusion, proper dressing makes you comfortable and helps you focus on your shooting. Make sure you prepare early enough and have all the wear essentials ready.


AR 15 or Pistol? The Pros and Cons

Last updated on April 20, 2021 By admin
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The AR-15 is a versatile rifle and one that is widely used. However, over the last few years, we’ve seen an explosion of AR-15 pistols. The AR-15 pistol has seen huge improvements in designs. The pistol has also received favorable opinions from the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearm. This has greatly propelled the AR-15 pistol into mainstream use.




However, most people are still faced with the challenge of deciding between an AR-15 rifle and an AR-15 pistol. Which of these weapons should use choose and why?




AR 14 rifles are versatile and offer owners the freedom to build a rifle that meets their specific needs. You just need the AR-15 frame and put a long barrel filter stock on it. However, when building an AR-15 pistol, you just add a short barrel and a grip. As a result, the AR-15 pistol is classified as a pistol and not a rifle. If you’re looking to buy an AR-15 pistol, then you can read more on the pocket pistol review in this article.




Meanwhile, let’s consider the pros and cons of the AR-15 rifle and pistol under the different categories below.




Maneuverability and portability




Do you want a gun that is easy to maneuver and carry? One of the best features of the AR-15 platform is the adjustable stock. This is a standard feature on a most AR-15 rifles. We all know rifles must feature at least 16-inches barrels. You can then add the receiver inches. In the end, we are looking at at least 24 inches overall length of an AR-15 rifle. If your rifle does not come with a permanently fixed muzzle, then consider adding an extra inch or two.




The removable brake does not count as part of the barrel. When you add it, you can have AR rifles as long as 35 inches or more. After all, rifles are designed to be longer for ease of use at long ranges and improved projectile velocity.




For AR-15 pistols, there is no classified minimum length. Most translate to an overall length of around 25 inches. There is nearly a 10-inch difference between an AR-15 rifle and pistol. Depending on your need, you can consider the sizes and choose accordingly. For example, if you want a gun for home defense, then an AR pistol is a great choice. You don’t want to move around in your home with a heavy and huge AR-15 rifle. The same applies when shooting from a car. However, an AR-15 rifle is a great choice when hunting in open fields. However, it is important to note that compactness and easy maneuverability come at a price tag.




Handling and stability




There is no obvious winner here. The AR-15 pistol offers the best and easiest handling while the AR-15 rifle offers the best stability. However, nothing prevents you from using the other hand to support your pistol. AR pistols are not designed to be mounted on shoulders when firing. You can fire with one hand or use the other hand to support the pistol in a free space just like normal pistols. The same cannot be said of the traditional AR-15 rifle which is designed with three anchor points.




An AR-15 rifle requires shoulder support, a firing hand, and the support hand. In theory, better stability is achieved when using an AR rifle. Remember when shooting at long a distance where the AR-15 rifle is the best choice, wobble becomes a significant factor. This cannot be said when firing at short ranges. Precision at long-range is difficult to achieve hence the need for increased stability.




You can never put a stock on an AR pistol by law as this could change its classification into an NFA Firearm Classification, (National Firearm Act). Firearms under the NFA classifications require a special stamp from the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives, (BAFTE). However, manufacturers over the years have invented various braces to provide support as the stock when shooting. The braces support the arm and can also prop against the shoulder for support.  There are different opinions from BAFTE regarding this but most indicate how you hold your AR pistol is not an issue. This is because the pistol was first designed for one-hand use.




Ballistics




The AR-15 ballistics hugely depends on the combination of speeds and lightweight bullets. We all know the bullet designs vary with different bullets working best on specific ranges. Most AR-15 rifles with a barrel length of at least 16 inches can generate speeds of up to 3,000 feet per second. This however depends on various factors like the specific load and temperature.




AR-15 pistols on the other hand cannot generate the same speeds giving you reduced ballistic performance. However, this might not be a big issue when shooting at short ranges that they are intended for. Make sure you consider the bullet type and caliber when considering the AR ballistics.




Suppression




Both guns can offer greater suppression but the pistol tends to stand out for various reasons. The AR pistol platform adds a net addition of about four inches of the suppressor body. The minimum length does not make any big changes to the overall barrel length. Adding the same length to an AR-15 rifle makes a huge difference in its maneuverability and handling.




You can add a suppressor on a pistol and still not approach minimum rifle length. This gives shooters the benefits of less muzzle blast and quiet operations.




Travel




If you travel often in your car, then the AR-15 pistol is a great choice due to its compact size. The AR pistol will give you more power, greater range, and high capacity than standard pistols. The same cannot happen for AR rifles. However, you still need to check local laws on firearm transport in your state.




Final verdict




The ideal choice between these two AR weapons comes down to the intended purpose. The AR-15 pistol is ideal for proximity shooting while the AR-15 rifle can work in close and long-range shooting. An AR pistol is generally small and easy to conceal due to its short barrel. It is a good choice for persons that want a small version of the AR-15 rifle.


Best Appendix Carry Holster – Top 5 Best Holster for Appendix Carry Review

Last updated on October 30, 2020 By admin
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Concealed carry is more popular now than ever before and with the explosion of concealed carriers taking advantage of their Second Amendment Right, new options for carrying concealed guns easily and conveniently are being adopted all the time. One of the current fads among concealed carry advocates is appendix carry.

Unlike the old western movies featuring gunslingers carrying on their strong side hip, the new trend in appendix carry sees the gun concealed inside the waistband slightly to one side of the centreline of your pants. This carry option allows for a relatively fast draw while still effectively concealing the firearm.




Should You Appendix Carry?

Appendix carry is not the safest form of concealed carry as it puts your firearm in a position where it is pointing at your groin and thigh while holstered and presents particular dangers when drawing and reholstering. More accidents, including more fatal accidents, are experienced with appendix carry than any other form of concealed carry.

Additionally because of the guns position when holstered it can press into your belly and be quite uncomfortable, especially when you are sitting down, this is ironic as one of the reasons people often choose to appendix carry in the first place is because it allows easy access to your firearms while sitting or driving.

One key advantage of appendix carry, other than the ease of concealment that the method provides, is the very secure retention of your firearm it offers. Carrying inside the waistband tight against the front of your body and hidden under clothing allows you to easily protect it in case anyone ever attempted to snatch your gun.

Appendix carry is often said to be a very fast way of drawing a concealed firearm but it’s not a ‘quick draw’ solution compared to almost any open carry option and and shouldn’t be compared with them in terms of draw time or comfort.

If you are going to try appendix carry you are going to need the best holster you can get your hands on, here are the top five best appendix carry holster on the market and some tips the help you decide if this is the right concealed carry method for you.




Best Appendix Carry Holster Review




 1  Concealment Express KYDEX IWB Gun Holster - For Smith & Wesson M&P Shield 9MM



[image: Concealment Express IWB KYDEX Holster:]




Shop now at Amazon.com





Concealment Express makes some of the best high quality kydex designs that are available off the shelf. For someone who is looking for an appendix carry holster and doesn’t want to wait weeks or even months from a custom shop, this is one of the best value products on the market.

One of the great things about this holster is that you get everything you need and nothing you don’t. A particularly innovative feature of this holster is the adjustable retention which allows you to adjust the pressure required to draw and re-holster the gun, making it very secure and customizable to your needs.



[image: Concealment Express IWB KYDEX Holster Appendix Carry]


This is an extremely low profile design that is made from a single piece of folded kydex with absolutely no excess material to add bulk or weight. It is one of the smallest full holsters on the market and is completely safe for appendix carry.

If there’s a downside to this holster, it’s definitely the plastic clip. While it does mean you won't scratch your car or furniture, or tear your clothing, like you might with a metal belt clip the durability of the clip is somewhat in question but this holster does come with a lifetime guarantee and plastic belt clips are not uncommon amongst other manufacturers.

This appendix carry holster for the M&P Shield is an extremely well-balanced design that you shouldn’t have any problems with.












Pros




	







Cost effective

	







Adjustable retention

	







Light weight

	







Compact












Cons




	







Plastic clip


















 2  Blade Tech Industries Inside the Waistband Klipt Appendix Holster



[image:  Blade Tech Industries Inside the Waistband Klipt Appendix Fits Glock 17/22/31 Holster, Black]




Shop now at Amazon.com





Blade Tech Holsters are known for their excellent competition ready kydex designs. Born out of the need for a high-quality holster that stands up to repeated use, these are excellent holsters for everyday carry, especially if you plan on practicing a lot.

Many kydex holsters have the problem of delaminating and coming apart but holsters from Blade Tech don’t have a problem because they are made from a single piece of very high quality kydex and they are made to very exacting standards by experts using premium machinery and well thought out designs.

The kydex holsters from Blade Tech are much more rigid and provide a better value for your money than some others and will last much longer than other option and will provide a high degree of functionality for many, many years.

If there’s one downside of this holster it’s that the belt clip is not strong enough if you’re going to carry a large gun like a full-size 1911 pistol, there’s just not enough retention against the belt itself. The 1911 would be a very large gun to carry in the appendix carry position in the first place though so this probably won’t be a problem. The retention of the belt clip might cause a real problem though as a particularly energetic craw could see you pull the holster off your belt with the gun rather than draw the gun, in an emergency this could be disastrous.












Pros




	







One piece design

	







Durable

	







Cost effective












Cons




	







Molded in clip doesn’t work as well as others


















 3  CYA Supply Co. IWB Holster
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Shop now at Amazon.com





This is a general inside the waistband holster, not specifically designed for appendix carry but it can be adapted for it. It’s made from rigid kydex and a plastic clip that can be placed anywhere inside the waistband and excels as an appendix holster for small guns.

The thing that sets this kydex holster apart from others is its rigidity. While other kydex holsters have a tendency to flex slightly this holster maintains its shape really well. This makes it an ideal holster for appendix carry because it is not going to flex much as you move around.



[image:  CYA Supply Co.. IWB Holster Fits: Smith & Wesson M&P Shield 9MM/.40 S&W - Veteran Owned Company - Made in USA ]


For a small gun, this is great because it is going to distribute the weight of the gun well while protecting the trigger guard and the gun itself. This is not ideal for a large, or even a medium-sized pistol because it is going to be extremely uncomfortable while sitting.

This holster certainly has its place for small guns and overall is an excellent holster for concealed appendix carry. Avoid it though if you’re carrying a medium or full-size gun and as with any holster make sure you practice with it so you get used to its idiosyncrasies and get used to drawing and holstering safely.












Pros




	







Handmade

	







Ready to ship

	







Cost effective

	







Extremely rigid

	







Durable












Cons




	







Plastic clip doesn’t hold well


















 4  BLACKHAWK Ambidextrous Appendix Reversible - Fit Perfect for Glock 19
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Shop now at Amazon.com





If you are looking for is an extremely low profile and simple to use a holster that is bombproof, look no further than this offering from the experts from Blackhawk. Blackhawk makes a ton of different products ranging from tactical gear and boots to AR 15 parts and accessories.

This holster is an excellent example of one of their injection molded plastic holsters that encompasses everything from full-blown duty rigs for cops and soldiers to more subdued models like this one for civilian concealed carry.
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This holster is made using the well proven construction methods that Blackhawk has developed over the years but is slimmed-down to be as small as humanly possible while still supporting the weight of your gun.

This holster for the glock 19 is designed specifically for inside the waistband appendix carry and is reversible for left or right handed shooters. The injection molded plastic is extremely tough and includes a heavy-duty belt loop and adjustable retention.

As far as costs go, this is one of the most inexpensive holsters to get for appendix carry. It’s going to last a long time because of the hard wearing injection molded plastic and for convenience you can buy right off the shelf. There’s no need to wait for a custom holster you can just order one of these excellent models from Blackhawk and use it forever.












Pros




	







Low profile

	







Cheap

	







Cent clip

	







Durable












Cons




	







Doesn’t distribute the weight of the gun as well as others


















 5  CrossBreed Holsters - Appendix Carry Kydex Holster for Springfield XDs
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Shop now at Amazon.com





Crossbreed Holsters are some of the highest-quality leather and kydex combination holsters available. With this design, you get a comfortable leather holster with the security and durability of kydex. This is especially important for appendix carry as many people find it uncomfortable.

This holster makes use of a high-quality dyed leather and black kydex along with a metal loop to make sure your gun is made safe while you carry it. Overall this is an extremely nice holster that anyone who has used it will tell you of its high quality.

The only downside this holster is the weight and bulk associated with a heavy duty metal clip and thick leather.

With a holster like this, it is very easy to conceal a large gun, even in appendix carry, because it supports the weight and distributes it so well across your belt, although it is quite heavy. 

If you’ve never used a hybrid design holster before, this crossbreed appendix holster is an excellent starting point because it combines some of the best quality on the market with a quick to ship product that you can have your hands in just a few days.












Pros




	







High quality

	







Comfortable

	







Support the weight of your gun well












Cons




	







Expensive

	







Heavy



























Safety




Do be aware that appendix carry is one of the more dangerous methods of concealed carry. You literally walk around all day with a gun pointed at your genitals and important arteries.

Stories abound of people suffering negligent discharges and life altering or fatal wounds are not uncommon as a result of poor firearms handling and the intricacy of drawing and re-holstering in the appendix carry position. When you conceal carry, no matter what the method but especially with appendix carry, take every precaution to make sure your finger is off the trigger, the muzzle doesn't cover your body and all appropriate precautions are taken the when you draw and re-holster your gun.

Most self-inflicted gunshot wounds happen when people are putting the gun back in the holster and rushing. Rushing with an appendix carry holster can literally kill you.
Other things to watch out for are negligent discharges as the result of clothing or spent brass falling into the holster and setting the gun off on reupholstering. Make sure each and every time you draw and re-holster your gun there is nothing in the holster itself.

In fact, you may want to even consider completely removing the holster off of your body each and every time you re-holster your gun with appendix carry. Yes, this is going to make range work and learning to draw your gun from concealment much, much harder but it is overall the safest way to re-holster a gun with appendix carry.




The Verdict




If you decided the appendix carry is the best concealed carry method for you make sure you get your hands on the best appendix carry holster and get used to carrying your gun. Overall, most people will conceal carry in the appendix position with no problems if they have the right gear and know what they’re doing.










Best OWB Holster – Top 5 Best Holsters for OWB Carry

Last updated on July 12, 2021 By admin
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As more and more people have gotten concealed carry licenses over the past few years, many have figured out that inside the waistband carry is not always the best method. Many people find that carrying the gun inside the waistband leads to chafing, uncomfortable pressure against their skin, and ultimately leaving the gun at home where it is no use to anybody.

When most people think of a pistol holster it is normally an outside the waistband style holster that they would conjure up in their minds eye but now that inside the waistband holsters are so popular and easily accessible there are a lot of people who wouldn’t even consider an outside the waistband holster for concealed carry.

Obviously in States where open carry is permitted outside the waistband carry is fine, because of the popularity of outside the waistband carry most reputable manufacturers have at least a few products on offer but the market is also cluttered with sub par products aimed at airsofters and casual shooters.

Here are the five best owb holster and how to choose the best one for you. Whether you are concealed carrying, open carrying, or even hunting with your pistol, there is an option out there for you to carry outside the waistband comfortably and effectively.




Is OWB Safe or Concealable?

Many people fear carrying outside the waistband because they feel it leaves their gun more vulnerable than inside the waistband. While inside the waistband carry certainly makes it easier to conceal your weapon than outside the waistband, you’re at no more risk of a gun grab or assault as long as your gun is properly covered up.

Men who wear suits and women who wear overcoats should have no problem carrying a concealed firearm outside the waistband because they will already be wearing an outer garment that will cover up their guns.

Carrying outside the waistband in winter environments is also very easy. However in Summer or without a jacket or coat outside the waistband carry isn’t always a viable option for concealed carry.

If you are overly concerned about a gun grab or assault because someone sees your firearm consider using a holster that includes a mechanical retention device and doesn’t rely on just the friction of the holster to keep the firearm in place.

A retention holster has either a thumb snap or mechanical device that holds your gun in place, this does add an element of security to your holster but is a trade-off in the speed of your draw and you will need to train and practice with your holster to make sure you can draw fluently and smoothly.

Carefully consider how you are willing to dress and whether or not you want to carry concealed when choosing an outside the waistband holster.




Best OWB Holster on the Market Reviews




 1  R&R HOLSTERS: OWB Kydex Holster



[image: R&R HOLSTERS: OWB Kydex Holster - Black]




Shop now at Amazon.com





When it comes OWB holsters, you want to look for something that isn’t so large it will snag on everything you walk past or on your own clothing or kit. Anyone who has carried a firearm outside the waistband for an extended period will know that it is very easy to slam your pistol against door frames, car doors, and even damage furniture while you’re sitting so a small slim-line holster is preferable.

This OWB kydex pancake holster from R&R is a great example of a holster that is just big enough to do what it needs to yet small enough to be unobtrusive in your daily life. This is a solid holster that is well-made and will serve you well under all circumstances.



[image:  OWB Holster (Right-Hand, Glock 17,19,22,23,25,26,27,28,31,32,34,35,41)]


The clip included on the holster attaches securely to your belt but can can slide around laterally. There are no retention devices added to the holster but the friction fit around the gun is plenty to hold it in place during a jog or run.

Consider this best owb kydex holster if you are going to be carrying while wearing a suit or overcoat because it is low-profile enough to not print too badly, but is still big enough to hold your gun securely and distribute the weight evenly.












Pros




	







Kydex construction

	







Durable

	







Comfortable

	







Huge number of options












Cons




	







Bulky

	







Stiff


















 2  BLACKHAWK! Omnivore Multifit



[image: BLACKHAWK! Omnivore Multifit Streamlight TLR-1/2 Holster]




Shop now at Amazon.com





When it comes outside the waistband carrying on a range, you want to have a holster that can accommodate many different guns, this is one of the new holsters from Blackhawk equipment and they have hit it out of the park with a holster called ‘Omnivore’.

Essentially, this is an active retention holster that is disengaged with a thumb button that locks onto a piece that you install on the rail of your gun. Any gun with an under barrel rail will fit in this holster well.



[image:  BLACKHAWK!! 419002BBR Omnivore MultiFit Stream Light TLR 1/2 Light Bearing Holster]


They even produce a model that can hold a pistol equipped with a tactical flashlight. It is a tad bulky and has an awkward draw, with a thumb activated retention system which takes a little getting used to but this single holster will fit many different guns, hence the ‘Omnivore’ name.

If you’re looking for a simple holster that will serve you well on the range or even in concealed carry, this is a great option.












Pros




	







One size fits all, suitable for many different pistol models.

	







Durable

	







Comfortable












Cons




	







Bulky

	







Very straight up and down draw


















 3  Galco Cop 3 Slot Holster for Glock 17, 22, 31
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Shop now at Amazon.com





Galco has been known as one of the best holster manufacturers for a long time. They do everything in-house from leather tanning to the assembly of their holsters. This is one of their oldest and most popular designs, a three-slot holster that is available for a wide variety of guns and carries outside the waistband.

The third slot on the design of the holster allows you to adjust the cant of the pistol to have a more comfortable draw stroke. The holster itself is made from a very high quality full grain leather that is tanned a matte black color.

Because this was designed for professional duty use, a thumb break retention strap is added that is easy to disengage with a flick of your thumb. The entire holster is extremely high-quality and you shouldn’t have any problems with it.

The holster is extremely comfortable overall with the leather flexing and bending as you move around and the thumb break takes care of any retention problems.

The holster does absorb sweat and water and you’ll have to keep the leather conditioned to avoid it deteriorating and beginning to smell. This is one of the best owb leather holster on the market for someone looking for a daily carry holster that is easy to live with.












Pros




	







Most comfortable concealed carry holster

	







High quality

	







Adjustable












Cons




	







Requires maintenance

	







Expensive














 4  Outlaw Holster Kryptek Typhon Kydex OWB Holster - for Glock 17, 19, 23...
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Shop now at Amazon.com





If you’re looking for a more personalized and modern rendition of a handmade kydex holster, Outlaw Holsters has you covered with this Typhon pattern kydex holster.

Most civilian outside the waistband holsters are carried at the range or openly, so there is no need to go for a low key option if you're not trying to hide your firearm. This means that you can get a bit creative with customizable options, colours and accessories and this holster is a perfect option.

It features very new and modern-looking mandrake pattern camouflage but is also available in a wide variety of other patterns and colors. This holster is made from two pieces of kydex sandwich together with rivets and secured with two excellent belt loops.

While it’s very simple, this holster has an excellent amount of friction retention and rigidity and is well worth the price it is being sold for. The manufacturer makes these holsters for a huge number of guns. All of which carry the same levels of quality features and attention to detail that you need for a reliable concealed or open carry holster.

If you’re looking for a more personalized holster for outside the waistband carry but don’t need mechanical retention, this holster is an excellent option.












Pros




	







Personalized

	







Available for a huge number of guns












Cons




	







Bulky


















 5  Blade-Tech Black Ice OWB Holster
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Shop now at Amazon.com





Blade Tech offer some of the highest-quality kydex holsters on the market. This is one of their most popular designs. This is a supremely durable outside the waistband holster that is available for many different firearms.

This is a pretty unremarkable holster in terms of its appearance but the excellent quality sets it apart from the competition. The only downside to these holsters, especially in a concealed carry role, is how stiff they are. This is great for durability and supporting the weight of the gun, but can be a bit uncomfortable when carrying every day.

Every component of this holster is extremely high-quality and you shouldn’t have any problems with durability or concealment especially considering these holsters are matte black in color and finish. Blade Tech also has excellent customer service should you run into any problems.












Pros




	







Durable

	







Great fit and quality












Cons




	







Expensive

	







Very stiff


















Do You Need Retention?

Many people feel that active retention in the form of a mechanical retention device or strap on a holster is absolutely essential. While the added security can offer piece of mind you are missguided if you won’t consider a holster without active retention.

The retention provided just by friction or the ‘snap’ of a well fitting kydex holster is ample in many situations and a retention device won’t necessarily give you any significant added security. Additionally a mechanical retention device is another thing to learn and practice and train for and may slow you down in the heat of the moment should you ever need to use your pistol to defend yourself.

The added dexterity and force required by the fingers to manipulate a mechanical device or snap to disengage the retention of the holster can be inconvenient but a gun carried outside the waistband, especially openly is more likely to be grabbed or snatched than a properly concealed inside the waistband holster. In this sort of scenario an active retention device does help.

If you are absolutely sold and committed to a holster which features a retention device, you need to practice, practice, practice until you could draw that pistol blindfolded. Drill disengaging the retention devices into your mind and muscles until you absolutely cannot forget it. Then do it some more!

Practice drawing your gun without having to constantly look down and make sure that you are properly flipping away a hood, moving the strap, or pressing down with your thumb. Otherwise, you may do that at the worst possible moment. It should be second nature until it feels odd to not have to disengage retention devices.

The Verdict

For many shooters, the decision to move to an outside the waistband holster is a pivotal moment and will allow them to carry more comfortably and therefore more often. Carrying a gun every day is a huge commitment that is aided by having the correct equipment and know-how for the job.

Outside the waistband holsters have come on leaps and bounds in recent years in terms of material and retention mechanisms and never have there been more models offered with more accessories available to make concealed or open carry easier.

Just remember, concealed carry is a skill that needs to be sharpened just like shooting. If you are going to effectively conceal a firearm on your person it takes a fair amount of knowledge and experience to successfully pull it off.

Get your hands on the best owb holster and start carrying your gun whenever you legally can. The more you do it the better you’ll become and the more likely you are to be prepared for when you need your gun!










Best IWB Holster – 5 Best Rated Holster for IWB Carry

Last updated on September 7, 2020 By admin
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If you’re shopping for the best IWB holster on the market, you’re in luck! There have simply never been more options available on the market for this style of holster at any time, there are many manufacturers producing stock holsters ready to ship to you or to pick up in gun stores without having to wait for custom holsters for your pistol.

The variety on offer though can be confusing at times and you may have to do some research in advance to make sure you get the best inside the waistband holster for your needs. This article should help with your research and we’ve compiled a list of the best inside the waistband holsters as well as a few tips to make sure you know how to get the right one for you!




Bulk & Comfort

Inside the waistband carry certainly isn’t for everyone. However, it is the most common form of concealed carry by a very wide margin. Carrying your pistol between you and your pants allows for much easier concealment than carrying outside. Outside the waistband carry requires jackets and coats to cover up your pistol whereas inside the waistband can be carried with nothing more than an untucked shirt to disguise the print of the pistol.

To reduce unnecessary ‘printing’ a holster which doesn’t add too much bulk to your pistol is essential so you should look carefully for a thin holster to aid concealment, but also to avoid stretching your pants out of shape and fitting too tightly between your belt and body. If it’s too snug it will become very uncomfortable quickly. Uncomfortable holsters get left at home and that’s not the point of concealed carry. Even full-size steel frame 1911 pistols can be carried comfortably inside the waistband with the proper belt and holster combination.

You may have to try a few different models before you settle on something that is comfortable for you but do make an effort to find the holster that works for you. Concealed carry is about being prepared to defend yourselves and your loved ones, giving up on it because you can’t find the perfect holster would be a shame, check out some of the holsters featured here and we’re sure you’ll find one you like.

Best IWB Holster on the Market Reviews

1.) Alien Gear Cloak Tuck 3.5 IWB Holster
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Shop now at Amazon.com





When choosing an inside the waistband holster you’re going to want the most comfortable one you can get your hands on. This holster by Alien Gear is an excellent example of a holster that is ready to go right out of the box. Alien gear make composite holsters from multiple materials such as leather and kydex to combine the rigidity of the kydex and the softer comfort and traditional feel of leather.

The secret to these holsters being so extremely comfortable is the suede leather that contacts your skin, supported by the polymer and Kydex construction that secures your gun while allowing for a fully adjustable and load bearing design.

Essentially with this holster, you get the comfort of leather with the security and ease of use of Kydex. The dual belt clips are adjustable in all directions and are extremely comfortable no matter what you’re wearing.

The only downside to this holster is the cost and bulk associated with the composite design. If you are going to be carrying in a light T-shirt consider a slimmer design, but for the majority of people, this is going to be an excellent holster.












Pros




	







Extremely comfortable right out of the box

	







Need no break in

	







Great weight distribution

	







Fits well for Glock 43












Cons




	







Bulkier and more expensive than other options


















2.) Concealment Express
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Shop now at Amazon.com





Concealment express is a small Kydex company that makes some of the best and most easily accessible products on the market. Not only do they produce fine kydex holsters but the great thing about Concealment Express is the fact that they are veteran owned and run company and manufacture their products in America and they are concealed carriers themselves.

When you pick up one of their holsters you instantly recognize that they were designed by people that really know what is required from a concealed carry holster and that have used these holsters extensively. The designers clearly understand that adjustable retention and heavy-duty belt clip are not simply options but essential aspect of an effective holster.

If there’s a single gripe about this holster it’s the plastic clip which might not seem as sturdy or secure as a metal belt clip. However, the plastic clip will never scratch your car or furniture or tear your clothes unlike the alternative metal clip.

This is an excellent inside the waistband holster for concealed carry because it combines minimal bulk with a rugged design and from a purchasing perspective the express shipping offered is a nice touch. Consider these holsters from concealment express for one of the best inside the waistband holsters on the market.












Pros




	







Extremely high quality

	







Hand American made

	







Fits for Glock 26 












Cons




	







Plastic clip


















3.) CYA Supply Co. IWB Holster: for Glock 19 / Glock 23 / Glock 32
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Shop now at Amazon.com





In a market where it’s hard to tell one manufacturer’s Kydex holster from another getting a great price on a great product is paramount. This is an excellent option for an inside the waistband holster from CYA supply company. It is designed to be used in a multitude of carry positions and is made from a single piece of wraparound Kydex with adjustable retention and a plastic belt clip.

The great thing about this holster is that while it is still Kydex, and well-designed at that, it is inexpensive. Many Kydex holsters cost several times what this holster costs and you can get this one immediately. No waiting for the manufacturer, these excellent holsters are in stock ready to go.

If you’re going to be carrying a gun this versatile and simple design allows it to be carried in nearly any position and the low-price and multitude of designs for different firearms means that if you need holsters for more than one pistol you can afford one of these for every single one.

The only downside to this holster is the bulky retention adjustment and the plastic belt clip. The clip extends further out than it needs to to securely attach to a belt and it can print slightly while not offering the best hold on pants or belts. Make sure you practice drawing your gun to see if there is both adequate retention on the firearm and on your belt so you don’t draw smoothly and not end up with the holster still attached to the gun when you draw.












Pros




	







Slim

	







Rugged design












Cons




	







Plastic non adjustable clip


















4.) Galco Waistband Inside The Pant Holster - for the Money
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Shop now at Amazon.com





If there’s a hero in the holster world, it is Velcro. No other manufacturer even comes close to the number of models and designs that Galco offers, and you can't beat the quality. Offering several dozen different inside the waistband holsters this genuine leather holster is one of their most comfortable and affordable options for the everyday concealed carrier.

One of the things that sets this holster apart is it’s integrated thumb break. Genuine leather does not have a reputation of being the most secure holster material and the addition of a high-quality snap thumb break makes this an excellent option for someone to make sure their holster retains their gun if they have to run.

Of course, genuine leather comes with more maintenance and you’ll have to stay on top of conditioning and drying out this holster or it may cause rust on your gun, but you won’t have to worry about a kydex holster wearing out your clothes or scratching your gun simply by carrying it. This is an excellent option for someone who wants a high-quality leather holster but doesn’t want to pay top dollar.












Pros




	







Comfortable

	







Integrated thumb break

	







Easy on your gun’s finish












Cons




	







Requires maintenance


















5.) Q-Series IWB Minimalist Concealed Carry Stealth Holster
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Shop now at Amazon.com





Concealed carry holster and guns are getting smaller and lighter and constant innovation is furnishing them with better and better features all the time. Kydex holsters are currently some the best offerings for the everyday concealed carrier but this company has brought back an extremely small design in injection molded plastic that is sure to be an excellent option for modern single stack pistols.

The great thing about this holster is that it cuts so much weight by focusing on the one thing above all else that a holster needs to do; it protects the trigger of your firearm and trims weight off construction in all other areas. It’s designed for the most common concealed carry pistols on the market and is the absolute smallest holster you could possibly find.

This single piece of injection molded plastic is adjustable for both retention of the gun and the holsters own retention on your belt. The belt loop is slightly oversized to make it easier to get on and off and adjust it whilst on your person and this is primarily designed for carrying in the appendix position inside the waistband. Several Kydex versions of this holster are available but pale in comparison with the weight distribution and ruggedness of this product.

If you carry a small single stack pistol this is an excellent option for summer carry under light clothing or deep concealment. The company has plans to extend their lineup of holster options to include more firearm manufacturers and this is going to be an exciting product to watch in the future.












Pros




	







Lightweight and compact












Cons




	







Minimal protection and weight distribution


















Clip Vs Loop

Most holsters feature a clip or a loop to secure to the holster to your belt. Depending on your experience in concealed carry you will begin to favor one or the other. Belt loops have a more reliable method of attaching to your belt and are more reliable overall. Having a secure connection to your belt allows you complete confidence that you won’t lose your gun, the holster can’t be snatched away from you or fall of if you have to run or get it caught on your clothing or as you get into or out of a vehicle.

Clips have come a long way and are more and more popular as they allow you to easily remove a pistol while still keeping it safe inside the holster. Do make sure you find a high quality clip though that attached securely to your belt or pants. Also consider the extra bulk that these clips can add outside the waistband and make sure you find one that doesn’t protrude too far away from the main body of the holster.

If you’re concerned about having a holster stay in place, use a belt loop. Once you slide your holster on to your belt you’re good to go. Clips are faster to put on and off but you have the added complication of being prone to fail at the worst possible moment.

If you’re concerned about having a holster stay in place, use a belt loop. Once you slide your holster on to your belt you’re good to go. Clips are faster to put on and off but you have the added complication of being prone to fail at the worst possible moment.

Final Verdict

Looking for a new inside the waistband holster doesn’t have to be stressful. The best IWB holster is out there and has never been easier to access. Look at the different holsters that you like and try a few of these options out to find the very best one for you.

Overall, the market is filled with excellent holsters that will serve you well and if you stick to one of the five on this list you can’t go wrong! For those who looking for the best concealed carry holster, check out this post from Alice Jones Webb: https://holsteraddict.com/best-concealed-carry-holster/










Best Belly Band Holsters – Top 5 Best Holsters for Belly Band Carry Reviews

Last updated on July 14, 2020 By admin
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More people than ever before are legally carrying concealed firearms and while inside the waistband carry is the most popular option for concealed carry now there are other options with some going back to basics with carry options more common in the 80’s and 90’s such as belly band and ankle carry.








If you do not have time for the details, here are our best belly band holsters:




	
1

LIRISY Belly Band Holster for Concealed Carry

	
2

Belly Band Holster for Concealed Carry

	
3

Fullmosa Mi Belly Band Holster

	
4

Belly Band Concealed Carry Right Handed Holster for Women and Men

	
5

Belly Band Holster For Pistol Concealed










Why Use a Belly Band Holster?




Belly band holsters aren’t particularly popular but they are great for certain applications, perhaps a trip to the gym or grocery store wearing sweatpants that might be too loose to attach a holster to the waistband and wear it on your hip or on a day when you might want to wear shorts and not be able to wear an ankle holster. This is where the belly band shines. Even when your clothing can’t fully support the weight of the gun you can still be armed with a compact or full-size firearm.

Many times, you can conceal a larger gun with a belly band holster then you can an inside the waistband holster, depending on where you position the gun on your torso. When shopping for belly band holster make sure you get a decent product that you can give this method a fair try. Here are the five best on the market and how to decide which one is best for you.




Best Belly Band Holster on the Market Reviews




1.) LIRISY Belly Band Holster for Concealed Carry - Elastic Waistband Concealed Carry Holster for Men and Women



[image: LIRISY Belly Band Holster for Concealed Carry]




Shop now at Amazon.com





Most belly band holsters are gimmicky important pieces of equipment that don’t last long. This highly reviewed model is well-liked by people who carry their guns every day because it will last a long time and incorporates simple features that make this holster easy to live with.

Belly band holsters tend to get a bad name because there are many examples on the market that are low quality. This holster is specifically designed for small guns and is a great way to carry your gun even if you're wearing nothing but a T-shirt and jeans. I like these holsters for running or working out because you can wear a belly band holster that is made of high quality elastic, like this one, in an outfit with no belt.

This fully ambidextrous design can be rotated to the left or right, or center to allow you to find the exact position you like to carry your gun. Similar to many ultralight and simplistic holster designs, this can be used in almost any of the same positions you would carry your gun around your belt, it’s just around your belly.

One of the great things about this holster is that you can strap it on and conceal it under virtually any clothing. The lightweight and low-profile design lends itself well to summer carry or deep concealment with small pistols.

This is a one-size-fits-all holster,adjustable for any size person and the ample Velcro holds your gun tightly. You don’t have to worry about longevity with his holster because it is specifically designed for the everyday concealed carrier in mind. It is made from high quality materials and will stand the test of time for everyday carry.












Pros




	







Comfortable

	







Cost effective

	







High quality elastic and Velcro












Cons




	







Bulky

	







Can chafe easily


















2.) Belly Band Holster for Concealed Carry - Gun Belt for Pistols, Revolvers & Handguns - XL Size for Fat Guys
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Shop now at Amazon.com





This product is one of the best on the market for someone who wants an extremely comfortable holster. Most belly band holsters are known for chafing and being uncomfortable against the skin.

This holster is different from all the rest because it combines neoprene, velcro, and elastic with a cotton lining that makes this holster extremely comfortable against the skin, even in hot weather. One of the innovative things about this holster are the retention loops added to the top of the belly band to help retain your pistol in its proper place.

If there’s a downside to this holster it’s that the added retention loop requires a secondhand to draw your gun. However, if you are from the school thought that a quick draw is not necessary for a self-defense situation, this is an excellent feature because it will hold your gun more securely than most other holsters.

Many belly holsters are used when high physical activity is expected and a retention loop is a bit of security that few other belly band holsters have. If you are looking for an innovative belly band that is the most comfortable concealed carry holster to wear no matter what the weather , this design will accommodate many firearms, it's a great option.












Pros




	







The most comfortable design because of the cotton lining












Cons




	







Absorbs sweat and takes a long time to dry out


















3.) Fullmosa Mi Belly Band Holster - Fit GLOCK,RUGER,SIG SAUER
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Shop now at Amazon.com





If you’re looking for a belly band holster that carries a lot of gear and allows you to support a lot of weight, this is your best bet. More so than any other product on the market this belly band holster will allow you to carry a lot of gear comfortably.

The rugged nylon construction of this holster allows you to carry a lot of gear comfortably in the multiple pockets that are sewn into this belly band holster. You can expect a ton of different options when it comes to what you can carry, everything from spare mags and flashlights to a checkbook or first-aid kit can be stashed inside this belly band holster.

This is also one of the most rugged belly been holsters that you will come across because it is designed to carry much more weight than just a standard pistol. Even if you are planning to carry just a gun, if the gun is heavy such as a full-size 1911, this is a perfect holster option for you.

The holster is neoprene lined with extra heavy-duty Velcro to make sure it stands the test of time and many people love this holster for the amount of gear that you can carry comfortably conceal.












Pros




	







Carries up to four magazines or a ton of gear












Cons




	







Bulkier than other designs

	







Floppy holster cut


















4.) Belly Band Concealed Carry Right Handed Holster for Women and Men
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Shop now at Amazon.com





One of the nice thing about this belly band holster, and what sets it apart from others is the Velcro retention strap over the holster portion. Many belly band holsters include a thumb retention strap, but few that are disengaged by a metal clip. This means that you need a two-handed draw, but it also means that it provides faster access to your firearm than a snap or buckle.

Many people who use belly band holsters use them for jogging or with an outfit where you cannot wear a gun belt. The metal clip included on this holster is very similar to what you would see on the inside of a pair of dress pants. It is extremely easy to disengage with two hands but won’t come loose while jogging or jostling around.

The low-profile design and thin material of this belly band combined with the extra stretchy elastic and durable thumb strap easily make this the best holster for working out, and one of the most secure belly band holsters you can buy.

Especially for the price, there’s no reason why someone who works out on a regular basis and wants to carry their guns should not consider this item.












Pros




	







Innovative clip design

	







Thumb break for extra retention

	







Extremely stretchy elastic












Cons




	







Can chafe if not since down tight

	







Requires a two-handed draw


















5.) Belly Band Holster For Pistol Concealed
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Shop now at Amazon.com





This is by far the best received belly band holster online. Loved by many shooters because of its low cost and ability to be ordered right off the shelf this belly band holster is an excellent option for someone who wants an inexpensive holster to try out.

This holster is available in three sizes, unlike other belly band holsters that are strictly universal. Each size corresponds to the size of your gun, subcompact, compact and full size. The full-size version of the belly band holster is thicker to accommodate double stack and steel frame handguns and supports the weight of large guns extremely well.

This holster includes a thumb snap retention feature that holds your gun in beyond just the elastic that makes up the body of the holster. An extra pocket is available for a spare magazine or a small amount of cash or other equipment.

The pocket is not overly large to keep the belly band low-profile and easy to conceal an overall this is a great product for anyone looking for an inexpensive holster to try out.












Pros




	







Very popular design

	







Tailor-made your size of gun

	







Supports the weight of your firearm while












Cons




	







The stitching can wear out quickly

	







Can chafe in hot weather


















Preventing Chaffing & Retention




Preventing chafing wearing a belly band holster is going to be the number one problem you will encounter when using this method or carry. One way to do this is to wear an undershirt. This is great if you are wearing a suit and will be taking your jacket off often because you will most likely be wearing a button up shirt in addition to your undershirt and this combination will provide easy access and eliminate all chafing.

However, wearing an undershirt in hot weather is not going to always be an option. The solution to this is to make sure that you get a belly band holster with a cotton lining or other soft material, and make sure that it is tight enough that it won’t move around when you move.

You are more likely to get chafing from the grip of your guns than you are from the actual holster moving around and to remedy this consider using a gun that isn’t heavily stippled or changing the grip of your firearm to something that is smooth up against your skin. If you’re holster and gun is not comfortable to live with, you are much less likely to have it on you when you need it.




Conclusion




If you’re looking for a simple method to carry your gun and are attracted to any of the high-speed low-profile kydex designs found on the market today, a belly band might be a good option. Shop around do some research and decide on the holster to buy. You can’t go wrong with any of the five best belly band holster listed here.

The important thing is though, to carry your gun. Too many people are caught out without their pistol when they need it most and having the proper holster is going to do more to make sure you have your gun on you when it counts than anything else.










Best Shoulder Holster – { Top 5 } Leather, Vertical Shoulder Holsters for Concealed Carry

Last updated on August 26, 2020 By admin
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Shoulder holsters are great. A favorite of 80’s cop shows, British super villains, and professional drivers everywhere the best shoulder holster has advantages almost no other method of carry can offer.

However, they aren’t for everyone and 99% of people who carry will find shoulder holsters offer significant disadvantages compares to holsters carried at the waist. If you think you’ll need a shoulder holster you must absolutely buy a high-quality holster.




What is a Shoulder Holster?

A shoulder holster is one of the best ways to move your gun off your belt but keep it very accessible. It is great for people who sit a lot, wear formal attire,or at least a jacket all the time or will be very active while wearing their gun.

Jobs that suit carrying a pistol in a shoulder holster include; professional drivers for limo services or Uber, professional bodyguards, undercover security or officers, and executives who carry concealed.




You can find cheap shoulder holsters, but don’t buy anything that isn’t very high quality. It needs to be durable, it needs to be comfortable and it must hold the gun securely, retain any adjustments you make and ride in a comfortable position.




The cheap nylon monstrosities amount to something between a horse halter and medieval torture device, expect to spend over $100 for a quality shoulder holster. Cheaper offerings exist but they’re rarely worth even considering.




The last thing you want is blisters on your underarms, the adjustments sliding around and your gun sagging or falling out of place because you bought a cheap strip of webbing with a buckle and thumb snap to hold the gun in.




Best Guns for Shoulder Holsters

The shoulder holster is one of the most forgiving holsters you can use. Spreading the weight of a gun over your shoulders makes carrying full sized automaticas and revolvers very easy and doesn’t weigh down your pants. Spreading the weight across your shoulders also means that you can carry spare ammunition and magazines quite easily.




Even full sized pistols such as the colt 1911, beretta 92 or Smith and Wesson Police Special, guns that you might not normally carry concealed inside the waistband, can be securely and comfortably carried in a shoulder holster.

Here are our five suggestions for the five best shoulder holsters on the market.

Best Shoulder Holster on the Market Reviews




1.) Galco Miami Classic II Shoulder System - for Sig-Sauer P229, P228, P226
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Shop now at Amazon.com





This is by far the best shoulder holster for concealed carry. It is the perfect balance of bulk, durability, retention, and ammo carrying ability that will last a long time with a little care here and there.




You can count on this holster to carry your gun no matter what. The holster has enough retention to hold the gun without the thumb break but you should always use it anyway to be sure. The retention is adjustable for both the holster and double magazine carrier that comes with the system.




The whole system is held together with clover shaped swivels that move with your body and as you move your arms. Those connections also make the entire system fully modular.

You can buy different holsters, different magazine carriers, hand cuff carriers, knife sheaths, speed strip or speed loader pouches, anything you could want to carry on this system.




This very comfortable shoulder holster is excellent and is used by military personnel, law enforcement, and professional security guards for concealed carry and is an excellent holster and by far the best blend of features you could hope for in a shoulder holster.












Pros




	







Expensive

	







Fully modular

	







Comfortable once broken in

	







Durable












Cons




	







Takes a while to break in

	







Requires maintenance


















2.) Galco Jackass Rig Shoulder System for 1911



[image: Galco Jackass Rig Shoulder System for 1911 5-Inch Colt, Kimber, Para, Springfield]




Shop now at Amazon.com





Galco made a throwback to the original company, The Jackass Leather Company, and this is one of their old designs brought back because of how excellent it is.

This is a shoulder holster for a handgun and two spare magazines. If you’d rather carry a knife, hand cuffs or more magazines, the entire system is modular and you can switch out the holster and magazine carriers at will with the excellent swivel hardware that moves as you use your arm.




This is an excellent compromise between durability and price. The center cut genuine leather for the straps makes the system more concealable, cheaper and light but the full thickness leather that makes up the holster and magazine carrier keeps the system durable where it really counts.

The hardware, the leather, the stitching is all excellent and there no reason you shouldn’t use this 1911 military shoulder holster.












Pros




	







Durable holster and magazine carrier

	







Excellent flexible hardware

	







Fully modular












Cons




	







Genuine leather straps aren’t as durable


















3.) Galco Classic Lite Shoulder Holster System - for Glock 17, 19, 23



[image: Galco Classic Lite Shoulder Holster System for Glock 17, 19, 22, 23, 26, 27, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36]




Shop now at Amazon.com





This is one of the cheapest and best shoulder holsters on the market. Perfect for people who need a shoulder holster to wear underneath a lighter jacket, or only once or twice a week, this is perfect. The lighter weight construction and thin straps make the holster cheaper, but also more concealable.

The straps and holster material is very thin. It’s part of the reason this holster is cheap and while this causes a durability problem it makes the holster excellent for easy concealment because there’s less of a chance that the straps will print through your shirt and make it look like you’re wearing a bra.




The only two problems with this rig are the holster itself, and the durability of the straps. The thin genuine leather doesn’t hold the gun without the thumb snap. There’s almost no retention without it.




The shoulder straps are a problem because they’re so thin and they’re made of genuine leather, they won’t last more than a year with daily use. If you need a shoulder holster for light duty use or as a backup carrying option this is an excellent option. It carries just your gun and one spare magazine and you can get it in just about every pistol and double action revolver you’re likely to conceal carry.












Pros




	







Best cheap shoulder holster

	







Leather construction

	







Metal hardware

	







Easy to conceal












Cons




	







Not very durable


















4.) Bianchi X16 Agent X Shoulder Holster System



[image: Bianchi X16 Agent X Shoulder Holster System Glock 17, 19, 22, 23 Leather Tan]




Shop now at Amazon.com





Bianchi makes all types of holsters, and their leather is very good. Exceptional for the price, especially given their only real competitor for their products in the shoulder holster market is Galco, which will cost almost double for a similar product.

This is their standard unlined leather shoulder holster for concealed carry. This model is for Glock 9mm pistols but they also make these for Sig Sauer pistols, 1911’s, Taurus, S&W and just about any gun you’re likely to conceal carry.




The benefit to this holster is you get a high-quality leather holster, genuine leather straps, and metal hardware for a cheap price. The downside is the genuine leather strapping will wear faster than other types and will begin to fray after a year or so, keep the leather well cared for and you’ll extend the life of the holster. That includes keeping it dry as possible. Otherwise, it’ll absorb water and stretch and may begin to smell to.




It is still much more expensive than other types of holsters but less than you’ll pay for the competition. If you’re on a budget and dead set on a shoulder holster for concealed carry, this is your best option.












Pros




	







Thick leather

	







Metal hardware

	







Cheaper than other options












Cons




	







Genuine leather straps

	







Unlined holster

	







Single stitching on the holster body


















5.) Bianchi 4101 Black Shoulder Holster for Hunting with Hush System Scoped



[image: Bianchi 4101 BLack Shoulder Holster with Hush System Scoped]




Shop now at Amazon.com





With handgun hunting growing in popularity companies are beginning to respond with purpose designed products and accessories. This is an excellent and inexpensive option for hunting with a large scoped revolver.

Available in left handed and right-handed versions for scoped handguns. A version is also available for hunters without optics, but most hunters use scoped guns in the field. This holster is also available in 6” 8” 10” and an extra-long 12” model.




The padded strap that comes across the chest is great for carrying a heavy revolver all day and is long enough to fit around just about everyone. If you’d rather put this on a backpack hip strap or belt, it has a loop that will fit up to a 2.5” belt.




An extra flap can be purchased for extra weather protection if you’re worried about your optic or will be going into harsh weather. Overall this nylon shoulder holster is a very good holster for chest carrying a hunting handgun for long period of time and is much more comfortable than putting it on your belt.












Pros




	







Inexpensive

	







Durable

	







Lightweight

	







Adjustable












Cons




	







Lower quality

	







Nylon strap and body

	







Unformed and floppy when empty


















Things to Consider When Buying a Shoulder Holster for Concealed Carry

Weight

You need to be careful with the weight of a shoulder holster. As they are often made from heavy leather and metal hardware you’ll be surprised by just how heavy they are even before you put a loaded weapon in them.

Waterproofness

As shoulder holsters will always be worn under clothing when you are out and about they are unlikely to get soaked by rain but the leather straps and holster components will soak up sweat. It’s not as simple as treating the leather with dubbin or wax though as you won’t want it to rub off and stain a formal shirt. Just be aware that they can soak up sweat and wipe them clean regularly so they don’t smell.

Smell

A natural leather holster that rides around near your armpit all day is going to stink y then end of the summer. Avoid spraying the holster with deodorant and don’t use a hard freshener to try and mask the odor. Use a leather conditioner and keep the holster clean and scent free in the first place.

Size

Don’t buy a shoulder holster that tries and does everything in the world. A holster and a spare mag are plenty! You don’t need four magazines, a handcuff case, belt attachments, a knife sheath or any of the other gimmicky accessories you can find.

Positioning

Some guys wear these holsters much too low. They wear them low enough on their belt that they use keepers to attach them. Those keeps are sold to allow officers to carry multiple magazines or handcuffs underneath their handgun. Ideally the gun would be as close to your arm pit as possible. That allows for a more natural draw and more secure grip on it when you grab the handle.




Who Needs a Shoulder Holster?

In short, a shoulder holster is a bad idea for anyone who isn’t wearing fairly formal clothing, they don’t fit over bulky outer clothing for open carry and won’t be comfortable if you have to wear anything on your back so can really only be worn over a shirt and under a jacket. Many people consider it to be ideal for people who don’t like inside the waistband because it relocates the gun off the belt, but allows you to hide it well.




Shoulder holsters are great if you spend a lot of the day driving or sitting and if you are wearing the right clothes. Even if you can fit them under a t-shirt or sweater don’t bother as your draw will be far too slow and obstructed if you really needed your firearm.




Shoulder holsters aren’t for everyone. They are an effective means of carrying that is deeply concealable and if worn with the correct clothing can be extremely effective. Odds are if you’re looking for a high-quality shoulder holster you wear suits and open clothing that’ll allow you to take advantage of the benefits this means of carrying offers.

Make sure you train with your shoulder holster, the last thing you want is to forget the snap or have the best shoulder holster misadjusted when you go to draw your weapon!










How to Sight in a Red Dot on a Pistol?

Last updated on August 19, 2020 By admin
[image: sight-in-pistol-red-dot]
Red dots have become quite popular in pistol to AS to shotgun shooting. Red dots are pretty intuitive and provide shooters with easy and faster target transitions. This has hugely led to its growing popularity. These optics are widely used by competitors to transition from one target to another with speed and precision.




In the past, pistol red dot was not common because of their bulky sizes. However, that has greatly changed in the last 5 years with small and compact red dots.




What is a Red Dot on a Pistol?




When we talk about adding a red dot on a pistol, we are talking about a reflex sight. You can get better accuracy with a red dot or holographic sight.  For the red dot, you get an illuminated dot as the visual image on the lens. Red dots give the impression of the dot resting on the target. For a holographic sight, the shooter gets to see through the optics. You get an illuminated pattern in a circular form or a dot reflecting on the grid.




However, the biggest challenge with most optical devices is using them correctly.  You need to know how to sight in a red dot on a pistol or any shotgun. Below, we guide you through simple steps on how to zero in a red dot on a pistol.




How to Sight a Red Dot on a Pistol?




Red dot/gun combo




The first step is getting the right red dot sights and gun of choice.  If you happen to own a Glock 19, then start the training with the Glock 19. There is no need to use a new pistol when learning how to use a red dot for the first time.




You also need a dot size of 2 MOA or 4MOA for easy zeroing. You want to avoid anything larger than 4 MOA as this will obscure targets at long ranges.




Mounting the red dot on the pistol




The red dot needs to be mounted on the optimal location for precise shooting. You need to mount the red dot on the forward half of your top rail. The sight must be pushed forward before tightening.  This is because the gun always jolts back under recoil. You want your red dot to remain in place of inertia.




Mounting the sights further forward has its advantages. You get a wide field of view and see what is happening downrange. The more rail space behind can also mount a magnifier for long-range shooting. However, mounting the red dot sight is the first stepping towards improving your marksmanship.




Training the red dot




 You need to crack the code of the red dot before taking any shot. Start your practice by shooting on paper at 25 yards. Most people are used to 25 yards and assume it as the default. You might need some rest for a start and a spotting scope. The aim is to practice shooting accurately by zeroing on the red dot.  Take three shots and see how far your shots are at the center.




You need an excellent presentation with eye level with the dot. Keeping the gun on a flat is crucial for precise shooting. Focus your eyes on the target and bring the gun to meet the eyes. You can shoot once the dot is in line with the target. However, practicing at 25 yards consumes time and is less ideal for short-range shooting. This is why you need to move to 10 yards.




Go ahead and set a target at 10 yards. Shoot three consecutive shots from an unsupported standing position. The aim is to have three shots hitting within 1-inch. This is a simple and efficient way of sighting a red dot. However, remember you have to practice with different targets.




Practicing the red dot




Practice is always the key to precise shooting using a red dot. You need to practice and get used to your gun and recoil. The first step towards practicing is getting a good natural position of aim. The gun will always get a lift because of the recoil.




However, once the recoil movement is over, the gun always comes back to its original position.




This is why getting a good shooting position is recommended. You can always transit from one target to another with ease. Recoil with shotguns is not mitigated using strength but body structure and practice. You must always anticipate the recoil and know the pistol will be back in a flat position. This is why you want a stable position and a good grip to always have the gun back in place after recoil.




Final Verdict




In conclusion, sighting a red dot is all about body structure, zeroing and practice. You need to practice with your ammo and pistol to get used to shooting fast and precise. A good grip and better stance on the ground are needed for precise shooting.


Best M&P Shield Holster – { Top 5 } Best Holsters for M&P  Shield Reviews

Last updated on October 30, 2020 By admin
[image: best m&p shield holster]


I have carried a lot of pistols over the last 18 years but none have felt as easy to carry or a concealable as the little S&W Shield.  In my opinion, this is the world’s smallest fighting pistol, beating out all other micro-pistols in almost every metric.  Of course, none of this matters if you don’t have the best M&P Shield holster to go with it.

Of course, any of these holsters will fit .40 S&W Shields as well and most companies produce the same holster should you want one in .45 ACP.  Shields are very popular handguns right now and most companies produce holsters for them.  Not all of these holsters have the quality or craftsmanship needed for a good carry rig.

Nor are these the only good holsters.  There are many manufacturers with quality products out there.  We attempted to pick holsters that you could purchase and have in days instead of waiting weeks or months.

No matter the holster you choose, it should be a good fit for your gun and for you. Here are some things to watch out for:




Choosing the Best M&P Shield Holsters




The following are considerations for any holster for M&P Shield and most other handguns.




Material




The most common materials for holsters are leather and Kydex.  For some time now, hybrid holsters that use both materials have been available.  You may also find holsters made of neoprene or other soft, moldable materials.

Leather is a solid choice.  I find leather to be more comfortable than Kydex and better fitting.  It molds to the gun and has good retention capabilities.  Leather can be slower to draw from.

Kydex is the fastest material.  Drawing from a Kydex holster is very quick and easy.  If molded well, it has very good retention.  Many people find Kydex holsters less comfortable.

I am not a fan of hybrid holsters like the Crossbreed Supertuck.  They are fine when new but as they wear, they lack support and retention.  Eventually, it gets to the point where re-holstering your weapon can become dangerous.

Avoid any soft-bodied holsters with the rare exception of a pocket holster.  I would only use those for a revolver and by any count, fitting a shield in your pocket would be a little tricky.




Carry Position




The normal carry positions are IWB, OWB, appendix, small of back, pocket, and ankle. Each of these positions has some benefits.  Some have devastating negatives.  Where you carry depends on your body shape more than anything and not everyone can carry in the same positions.

Other than my large revolver for bear country, I carry most pistols IWB.  Unless you are packing a full-size handgun, it is far easier to concealed carry IWB than most other methods.  This should be the standard.

OWB is acceptable when you have proper clothing for concealing your handgun.  I am not a fan of open carry.  I do have several OWB holsters that work very well, usually because they ride quite high.

I carry my shield and most other smaller firearms in an appendix holster.  It is the fastest location and far easier to conceal a small handgun that IWB on your side.  Many holsters are now made that can be worn appendix or IWB.

I do not recommend small of back holsters.  It is harder to see if your gun is printing and even harder to quickly draw from.  Re-holstering your firearm is blind and can be very dangerous.  Unless your physiology demands you carry in small of back, don’t do it.

I carried a small S&W revolver in my pocket for some time.  I did it because the demands of my job had me removing my holster to go into government buildings.  A pocket holster was the most convenient method to carry even if it was slow and awkward to draw.

Ankle holsters are fine for a backup gun but are very slow to draw from for a primary self-defense tool.  There are a number of great and very comfortable ankle holsters if that is what you want.  They just aren’t optimal.  If you do get one, make sure it’s a good one that fits well.




Holster Traits




Those above are the traits you will have to decide on. Below is a list of traits that all holsters should have. When carrying your firearm, this is what will keep you safe and your firearm secure.




	







Trigger is completely covered by the holster

	







Mouth of the holster stays open when gun is removed

	







Mouth of holster cannot depress trigger

	







Pistol is secure in the holster and does not fall out

	







Holster securely attaches to belt, waistband, or other position

	







Retention device will not cause accidental depression of trigger (SERPA Holster)






If your holster does those things, it should be successful. If it does those things and is comfortable to wear, you have found an adequate concealed carry holster.




Best M&P Shield Holster on the Market Reviews




 1  CYA Supply Co. IWB Holster - Best for Appendix Carry



[image: CYA Supply Co. IWB Holster Fits: Smith & Wesson M&P Shield 9MM/.40 S&W - Veteran Owned Company - Made in USA - Inside Waistband Concealed Carry Holster]




Shop now at Amazon.com





There is a lot to be said about the classic Kydex shell holster.  They are effective with very good retention and last forever.  It’s very hard to go wrong with a holster like this as long as it is well made.

In the case of the CYA, it is immediately apparent that this holster was designed by people who carry guns frequently.  The holster rids well at a good angle for IWB side carry with the perfect cant.  Even the clip works we and holds securely but is easy on, easy off.



[image: Inside Waistband Concealed Carry Holster for M&P Shield]


Retention on this holster is phenomenal when properly adjusted.  You want it firm enough to hold the pistol upside down but not so firm you yank the holster off your pants when you try to draw.  Several Allen screws can be adjusted for that perfect fit.

If you want to carry appendix, this compact holster is perfect.  Just adjust the cant (carry angle) to 0 vertical or close to and you are good to go.  This makes the already good CYA Supply So. S&W M&P Shield 9/40 IWB holster even better and more versatile.




 2  Outbags USA LS2SHIELD IWB Holster



[image: OUTBAGS USA LS2SHIELD (BROWN-RIGHT) Full Grain Heavy Leather IWB Conceal Carry Gun Holster for Smith & Wesson M&P SHIELD 9mm / 40 S&W. Handcrafted in USA.]




Shop now at Amazon.com





I won’t deny my love is for a good leather holster.  I prefer it over Kydex but if it’s poorly made, it will have more problems than it is worth.  For a steal of a price, Outbags has produced a very decent holster that is quite attractive.

The first thing I look for on a leather holster is a reinforced throat and we have that.  This makes the gun safer to re-holster.

Next, I want good retention since it does not have a snap.  I have seen holsters with a better fit, but for the price, this one does the job and holds tight.  Carried on your side it will work better than appendix but both are secure enough.

The clip on this pistol is fairly ordinary and a wider clip may be more comfortable.  That said, this holster does a good job of hanging on to a belt and has decent support.  Even a thick waistband is probably enough.

When it comes to value, the Outbags USA is quite a good holster!




 3  Alien Gear Cloak Mod OWB Holster



[image:  Alien Gear holsters S&W M&P Shield 45 Caliber Cloak Mod, Right Handed]




Shop now at Amazon.com





There is a lot to be said about the Shield’s ability to be concealed even on an OWB rig.  There is even more to be said about Alien Gear holsters that manage to squeeze into a tight budget with a decent product.  If OWB is your style, this is the holster for you.



[image: Alien Gear holsters S&W M&P Shield OWB Carry]


Much like all Kydex shell holsters, the Cloak has a stiff throat that makes re-holstering safe and easy.  The click in retention is as good as any holster out there but the addition of a steel plate behind the pistol increases that retention.

This holster can be worn as a paddle holster which is quite comfortable and very secure or switch it out for a belt slide.  Similarly, retention can be adjusted to where you want it.  This makes carry very easy.

I also love that this holster has an adjustable cant for carrying just how you want to.  It is a quality product at a great price.  The Alien Gear Cloak OWB should be on your short list. Has a lifetime warranty but even better, you can wear it for a month and they will buy it back if you don’t like it.




 4  Alien Gear Cloak Tuck 3.5 IWB Holster



[image:  Alien Gear holsters S&W M&P Shield 9mm Cloak Tuck 3.5 IWB Holster]




Shop now at Amazon.com





I hate to double dip in the holster market with so many great holsters but Alien Gear makes a good tuckable IWB holster.  I know I said I wasn’t a big fan of hybrid holsters but let me tell you why I like this one.

For one, the backing isn’t leather and doesn’t get as floppy as leather does.  The edges are reinforced to keep them from getting droopy.  This keeps the back material out of the way of the trigger and makes for a very nice holster.



[image: Alien Gear holsters S&W M&P Shield 9mm Cloak Tuck 3.5 IWB Carry]


This style is by far the most comfortable to carry.  The support you get is next to none.  They ride high, ride well, say in place, and have great retention.  You can also get this holster should you need an M&P Shield 45 IWB holster.

Being an Alien Gear, you can customize almost everything about this holster including the height, cant, and retention.  All done with Allen Screws.  Like the last Alien Gear, the Cloak Tuck has the same 1-month satisfaction guarantee and lifetime warranty.




 5  DeSantis Die Hard - Best Ankle Holster for M&P Shield



[image:  DeSantis Die Hard S&W Shield Right Hand Black]




Shop now at Amazon.com





If you demand an ankle holster, you need the best one.  If you aren’t familiar with DeSantis, they are probably one of the hands-down best holster makers in the world.  Their track record goes back decades.  This is someone I would trust with an ankle holster.

The leather shell has near perfect retention and is perfectly molded with a thick strap for extra hold.  This is matched with a lined, elastic band that rides well on the ankle and doesn’t move around.  The mouth of the holster is reinforced for optimal re-holster.

The fit and finish are near perfect and the price is just hard to beat.  Your pistol won’t flop around or move, it stays right where it should be.  What more could you want out of a holster?

The end result is a supremely comfortable holster made by experts for those serious about deep concealment.  This matches perfectly with a Shield.  If you want an ankle holster, there are very, very few that can compare.




Conclusion




Firstly, your selection of a Smith and Wesson Shield should be applauded.  It is one of the finest small carry guns made.  This is an inarguable fact.  It is a durable and solid tool for the job.

Now that you are ready to pair it with the perfect holster, you will have one of the best small rigs available for your personal defense.  As long as your holster meets the criteria above, you are well on your way.  Don’t skimp or you may regret it.

Get a good belt and you will have everything you need for your rig.  These best m&p shield holster will last a lifetime and so will your Shield.  You should settle for nothing less when your own personal safety and the safety of your loved ones could be on the line.










Best Glock 26 Holster – { Top 5 } Best Holsters for Glock 26 Review

Last updated on June 29, 2020 By admin
[image: best glock 26 holster]


There's no gun quite as ubiquitous as the Glock, thanks to movies, documentaries .and video games even people who don’t shoot have heard of Glock and most people would be happy to hazard a guess that any black polymer pistol is a Glock.

They are so universally recognised and valued for good reason, they're common, they're relatively cheap and they are extremely reliable. They are a fine choice as an everyday carry gun especially the smaller models like the Glock 26 and this compact model is especially good if you're going to be carrying inside the waistband.

The glock 26 is often used as a backup gun by law enforcement personnel as a perfect compliment to a full sized pistol carried openly on a duty belt. For civilian concealed carriers the g26 can make a perfect primary weapon, despite its diminutive size it still has a 10 round capacity, that’s three more rounds than a full size colt 1911. Carrying a compact pistol like the Glock 26 inside the waistband is going to be far more comfortable and straightforward than carrying a full sized pistol.

Here are 5 of the best Glock 26 holster on the market for you to take advantage of this awesome pistol.





Concealing & Drawing a Small Gun Comfortably




If you are feeling overwhelmed by the multitude of holster options for the Glock 26, remember that the point of concealed carry is for self defence or the defence of people around you from violent threats. So you may have a bit of a compromise to make; you can carry in case of an emergency and accept some minor discomfort or not carry and be unprepared.

With that said you should look for as comfortable carry solution as possible because you will inevitably end up not carrying as often if you are uncomfortable.

Personal preference, and local laws, will dictate exactly how, where and when you carry but for the most part carrying inside the waistband can be comfortable in just about any attire and is easily concealed without sacrificing too much comfort.




Best Glock 26 Holster on the Market Reviews




 1  Concealment Express IWB KYDEX Holster



[image: Concealment Express IWB KYDEX Holster: fits GLOCK 26 27 33]




Shop now at Amazon.com





Kydex holsters are popular because they offer the right level of retention and rigid construction without being too expensive or needing any maintenance at all. This holster by Concealment Express is a perfect example of a well-made kydex holster from a good company that you can trust to carry your gun day in and day out.

Most kydex holsters are pretty much the same so who you buy it from is really what matters. This is a good company that makes them by hand and ensures the quality of every single holster that comes out of their shop.



[image: Concealment Express IWB KYDEX Holster: fits GLOCK 26 27 33]


It's a fairly standard design made from kydex and featuring a belt clip and adjustable retention. The kydex is non-porus and doesn't absorb any moisture, so you don't have to worry about how it'll smell at the end of the summer or if it's going to lose its shape or form like a leather holster might if it gets exposed to the rain.

There's literally no maintenance required when it comes to kydex, all you have to do is wipe it down and make sure the lint is not building up into it too much. This is an excellent kydex holster for Glock 26 that you can depend on.













Pros




	







Adjustable retention

	







Adjustable cant

	







Rigid and durable












Cons




	







Rigid design

	







Plastic clip


















 2  Alien Gear Cloak Tuck 3.5 IWB Holster



[image: Alien Gear Cloak Tuck 3.5 IWB Holster]




Shop now at Amazon.com





Alien Gear Holsters is an innovative company that mass produces great gear and keeps stock for many different models of handgun so you can avoid long waits for custom holsters and can get these direct from many good retailers.

They made their name by making fantastic composite sheaths by laminating a standard piece of kydex which provides form fitting retention for your pistol to leather and neoprene for a comfortable fit. This makes the holster not only very functional and stylish but one of the most comfortable holsters on the market while still supporting the weight of your gun without being too rough on the pistol itself.




[image: Alien Gear holsters Cloak Tuck 3.5 IWB Holster]


This holster has double belt loops and is made to be used for inside the waistband carry on your strong-side hip. It can't be used in any other location but seeing as this is the most popular place to carry, most people should be fine with this arrangement.

This holster excels in the fall, winter and early spring when you're wearing a coat over it. This is because the triple layer construction that makes the holsters so comfortable, also makes it quite bulky and somewhat hard to conceal if you're of a skinnier build.

This awesome holster also fits for Glock 19, Glock 43, 1911...etc. You'll never regret buying this holster, even if it is hard to conceal. Just keep that in mind before you order.












Pros




	







Extremely comfortable

	







Laminated construction

	







High quality












Cons




	







Can only be used in a single position

	







Bulky


















 3  OUTBAGS LOB2S-G26 Brown Genuine Leather



[image: OUTBAGS USA LS2G26 Full Grain Heavy Leather IWB Conceal Carry Gun Holster for Glock 26 ]




Shop now at Amazon.com





If you like the old school designs, this is a great handmade leather holster from a good company that makes tons of different holsters for different guns. This is their tuck-n-go style holster made for inside the waistband carry in just about any position.

It's made from genuine leather so you have to be careful if you're going to wear during the summer exposed to a lot of sweat or get caught in the rain, but otherwise it is a great quality handmade holster that is going to last a long time with proper care.



[image: OutBags USA LS2G26 (BROWN-RIGHT) Full Grain Heavy Leather IWB Conceal Carry Gun Holster for Glock 26 G26 9mm/Glock 27 G27 .40/Glock 33 G33 .357/Glock 39 G39...]


The metal clip is sturdy enough to hold it to your belt securely without any worries, but it is also going to scratch anything you come in contact with, so make sure when you lean up against your truck you don't ruin your paint job.

Handmade leather holsters can often cost several hundred dollars but this is a great alternative if you don't want to wait for a custom order or simply don't see the need to spend that much money on a holster.

This glock 26 iwb leather holster certainly gives you as much performance as the average concealed carry permit holder is going to need to comfortably carry their firearm throughout the day.













Pros




	







Metal clip

	







Good workmanship and fit












Cons




	







Absorbs water and sweat

	







Lose retention


















 4  StealthGearUSA SG-REVOLUTION IWB Mini Holster








[image: StealthGearUSA SG-REVOLUTION IWB Mini Hybrid Holster - Tuckable, Adjustable, Inside Waistband Concealed Carry Holster - Made in USA]




Shop now at Amazon.com





This is a very interesting holster from a smaller manufacturer that makes holsters for the larger brands of guns like the Glock 26.

This is essentially the same sort of holster as an Alien Gear but uses a single layer of a proprietary suede backed polymer with a layer of kydex for retention and two belt clips to keep it on your hip.

This suede backed polymer material is perforated for airflow and breathability to avoid sweating and the polymer construction requires no maintenance and very little cleaning to keep it functional and in good condition.
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This holster is great for people who live in an area of the country that is hot year-round or want a dedicated summer carry holster for inside the waistband that controls sweat and which you don't have to worry about exposing to water or rain.

This holster is designed to only be used on strong-side hip and includes a ton of innovative features that are unique to it. Things like fully adjustable clips and a pebbled surface inside the holster to make drawing the gun easier without sacrificing retention round out this holster and make it worth the high purchase price.

If you like specialized and high-performance gear, this is certainly the holster for your Glock 26.












Pros




	







Extremely comfortable

	







Distributes weight well

	







Easily concealed












Cons




	







Expensive

	







Can only be used in a single position














 5  Blade Tech Industries Klipt IWB Holster
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Shop now at Amazon.com





With all the handmade kydex and leather gear, moulded plastic holsters tend to get a bad rap but they definitely have their place on the market. They are virtually indestructible, extremely cheap, and can be picked up without a waiting list and from most major big box stores.

If you have a common gun like the Glock 26 you can rest easy knowing that the vast majority of holster manufacturers are going to stock some sort of injection molded plastic holster for you to carry inside the waistband. If that’s the kind of holster you are after this product from Blade Tech is a great option.

The injection molded plastic is sturdy enough and completely rigid to support the weight of the gun and while it lacks any adjustable retention it does hold a firearms securely without you having to worry about it flopping around or falling out.

The injection molded plastic is almost indestructible and you don't have to worry about breaking it. Some people of larger build may find extremely rigid holsters to be uncomfortable and this will certainly poke your belly if you decide to carry it in the appendix position.

It's certainly slim enough and designed so that if you decide to carry strong-side hip, it won't dig in or print like many of the cheaper lower-quality injection molded plastic holsters tend to do.

If you're not sure you're going to like inside the waistband, give this holster a try because it is much cheaper to experiment with this sort of holster than it is with a handmade leather or kydex option.













Pros




	







Cheap

	







Lightweight

	







Nearly indestructible












Cons




	







Can get sweaty and uncomfortable























How to Choose the Best Concealed Carry Holster for Glock 26?




	







Bulk is bad - The goal of concealed carry is making sure the gun can’t be seen. If you get a full sized holster that is overly bulky, it won’t be concealed very well. Look out for overly bulky designs that will impede you in your effort to hide the gun. Especially in the summer when you’re not likely to be wearing a coat or heavy shirt.

	







Cover the Trigger Guard - You need to be absolutely sure the trigger guard is covered. One of the biggest factors contributing to negligent discharges with pistols is poor discipline hile drawing and reholstering pistols carried in condition 1. To reduce this risk always look for a holster that properly protects the trigger.

	







Be Wary of Clips - Clips have a notorious ability to fail when you need them to stay on your belt. If the clip fails or does not attach to your belt or pants securely enough your holster is going to be attached to your gun when you draw it. Only buy a proven design and use it properly, or get rid of clips altogether and go for belt loops.

	







Your Belt is Important - You’ll need a good sturdy belt to support the weight of your gun. The Glock 26 isn’t a terribly heavy gun so you won’t need a “gun belt” but a thin cloth belt won’t do either.

	







Too Much Retention is Bad - Make sure you don’t crank down the retention so hard it’s difficult to draw. This will stress the clip on your holster and make drawing quickly and properly almost impossible. Get a holster with adjustable retention and only tighten it enough to keep it in the holster.






The Verdict




Carrying a Glock 26 is easy because the gun itself was designed as a backup or concealed carry gun and is of a suitable size for easy concealment on your person. The aftermarket support from Glock is better than any other firearm manufacturer in the world and there are a ton of different inside the waistband holsters for the Glock 26.

The five listed here are the best Glock 26 holster and you can't go wrong if you choose to go with one of them. Whichever holster you choose, make sure you try it on and practice carrying it and have it on you when the time comes that you truly needed.











Best Glock 43 Holster – { Top 5 } Best Holsters for Glock 43 Review

Last updated on July 14, 2020 By admin
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The single stack 9mm semiautomatic pistol is one of the biggest markets right now for concealed carry pistols. More people are buying single stack 9mm pistols to concealed carry than any other type of gun and for good reason. They are effective self defense tools providing excellent ammunition capacity, especially when compared to alternatives chambered in .45 acp and other larger calibres.

They may not have the raw power of the .45 but they are easier to shoot with much more manageable recoil and are a great gun for hooters of all levels of experience. The Glock is a slimmed down single stack version of the glock 26, already a popular concealed carry gun the 43 is even more concealable and light weight than it’s tried and tested brother. The 43 was one of Glocks most anticipated releases after it’s announcement in 2015.

If you are planning to carry this excellent firearm, you are going to want to take advantage of it’s slim and lightweight build and carry it inside the waistband to get the most out of it’s concealability. To make the most of this you will need the best Glock 43 holster you can find.





Picking a Calibre for Self-Defence




The combat pistol cartridge has come a long way since the .45 long colt of the ‘wild west’, single action revolvers made way for double action revolvers and while the double action revolver and automatic pistol co-existed for the best part of a century we are now firmly in an era of the automatic pistol.

The automatic pistol market is dominated by the 9mm parabellum and .45acp cartridges but there are other options. Some very compact pistols scale down not only the gun itself but the round it fires to ensure a very compact pistol, .32 is quite a popular cartridge for these very small pistols but in the day and age of single stack slim pistols like the Glock 43 .32’s aren't as popular anymore. .40 is a very popular round nowadays providing a middle ground between the hard hitting but equally hard recoiling .45 and the 9mm that isn’t always deemed to have enough stopping power.

The advantage of 9mm over .45 though is the capacity of the pistols, a standard capacity Colt 1911 takes only seven rounds in the magazine while even the super compact Glock 26 takes ten and a full sized jericho 941 can take 15. This additional capacity gives a significant advantage over fewer harder hitting rounds for self defence.





Best Glock 43 Holster on the Market Reviews




1.) Alien Gear Cloak Tuck 3.5 IWB Holster
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Shop now at Amazon.com





Alien Gear Holsters is an innovative company that mass produces great gear and keeps stock for many different models of handgun so you can avoid long waits for custom holsters and can get these direct from many good retailers.

They made their name by making fantastic composite sheaths by laminating a standard piece of kydex which provides form fitting retention for your pistol to leather and neoprene for a comfortable fit. This makes the holster not only very functional and stylish but one of the most comfortable holsters on the market while still supporting the weight of your gun without being too rough on the pistol itself.

This holster has double belt loops and is made to be used for inside the waistband carry on your strong-side hip. It can't be used in any other location but seeing as this is the most popular place to carry, most people should be fine with this arrangement.

This holster excels in the fall, winter and early spring when you're wearing a coat over it. This is because the triple layer construction that makes the holsters so comfortable, also makes it quite bulky and somewhat hard to conceal if you're of a skinnier build.

If you just got a new pistol and need an excellent holster for concealed carry, this Alien Gear Glock 43 holster is one of the best options you can have. Available right off the shelf ready to go right outside the box this is an excellent holster for just about anyone who is carrying.













Pros




	







Most comfortable concealed carry

	







Distributes the weight of the gun

	







Durable & high quality

	







Also fit for 1911, Glock 19, Glock 26












Cons




	







Bulky

	







Expensive


















2.) Concealment Express IWB KYDEX Holster
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Shop now at Amazon.com





Kydex holsters are popular because they offer the right level of retention and rigid construction without being too expensive or needing any maintenance at all. This holster by Concealment Express is a perfect example of a well-made kydex holster from a good company that you can trust to carry your gun day in and day out.

Most kydex holsters are pretty much the same so who you buy it from is really what matters. This is a good company that makes them by hand and ensures the quality of every single holster that comes out of their shop.

It's a fairly standard design made from kydex and featuring a belt clip and adjustable retention. The kydex is non-porous and doesn't absorb any moisture, so you don't have to worry about how it'll smell at the end of the summer or if it's going to lose its shape or form like a leather holster might if it gets exposed to the rain.

This is a decent holster that is extremely cost-effective that many people be able to use safely day in and day out as a concealed carry holster for the Glock 43.













Pros




	







Simple

	







Effective

	







Durable












Cons




	







Rigid

	







Doesn’t distribute the weight of the gun

	







Plastic clip


















3.) Glock 43 IWB Holster, Polymer Concealed Carry Inside Waistband Belt Holster
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Shop now at Amazon.com





This is an injection molded holster that is a made from a single piece of durable plastic that holds your gun securely and safely inside the waistband for concealed carry. The moulded plastic belt clip is a bit on the weaker side but if you cinch your belt down you won’t have any problems with keeping the holster on your belt when you draw your gun.

That plastic clip allows the holster to flex when you sit down making it slightly more comfortable than other kydex or leather holsters. As you walk around the plastic tends to flex and move with you rather than move against you with other holsters that include oversized metal clips.

Overall, this is about as cheap as a holster can get and still be a reliable everyday carry holster.













Pros




	







Inexpensive

	







Flexible but stiff 












Cons




	







Not as durable as other models

	







Clip lacks security 


















4.) Q-Series IWB Minimalist Concealed Carry Stealth Holster
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Shop now at Amazon.com





This is an interesting and innovative holster design that only surrounds the trigger housing on your Glock 43, protecting the trigger and trimming away every ounce of unnecessary weight.

Many people might consider this holster to be unsafe. They’re wrong. The purpose of a holster is to secure a gun to your person and make it safe to carry and this holster does just that. It’s a great design for people who want to conceal the tiny Glock 43 because it doesn’t take away from the compact size of the pistol by adding any necessary bulk or weight at all. It clamps onto the trigger guard is secured to your belt with a lightweight plastic clip.

This is as slim and lightweight as a holster can possibly get. Beyond just jamming your gun in your waistband, which is a dangerous and stupid idea, this is as good as it gets for deep concealment of a backup pistol.

If this is going to be your very first concealed carry holster, don’t consider this one as it is a fairly specialist and minimalist piece of equipment and you may want to practice and get a bit of experience first. However, if you have experience carrying guns safely already this may be a good option for when you are in formal attire or in T-shirt and shorts and don’t want to print more than necessary.













Pros




	







Cost effective

	







High quality

	







Excellent design

	







Lowest possible profile












Cons




	







Doesn’t protect the gun

	







Difficult to re-holster


















5.) OUTBAGS LOB2S-G43 Brown Genuine Leather IWB Conceal Carry Gun Holster for Glock 43
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Shop now at Amazon.com





If you’re looking for a decent quality leather holster to carry your gun this product from Outbags is more comfortable to carry around than a polymer or kydex holster.

There’s not a lot to say about this holster. It is a comfortable leather design that will last for years because of the heavy-duty material it is made from.
It is very comfortable to carry around because the overall construction is not very bulky or obtrusive. The leatter also has a tendency to flex with you as you move rather than work against you.

The oversized metal clip firmly secures the holster to belt leaving no room for it to slide around. Overall this is a cheap and effective holster that is one of the best options for a leather inside the waistband holster for Glock 43.













Pros




	







Comfortable

	







Good clip












Cons




	







Leather requires maintenance

	







Absorbs sweat


















Weight & Bulk with a Small Gun




The glock 43 may not look like a heavy gun, but once it’s fully loaded and you add a spare magazine it’s certainly heavier than what most people carry in their pockets. This extra weight can be effectively carried with the proper belt and holster combination.

The belt you choose should be stiff enough to support the weight of the gun in your holster and should be large enough to distribute the weight evenly. Many of the small clip holsters that are available are excellent for concealment and minimal bulk but do an awful job of distributing the weight on your belt.

That can be a problem with smaller guns as they may be lighter but the smaller holsters that carry them don’t distribute the weight as evenly. Look for ways to mitigate this by having the clips of your holster spaced out or by using a thicker belt. Both a double-lined belt or a 2 inch rather than 1 ½ inch belt will help.





The Verdict




The Glock 43 is an excellent pistol for new concealed carry permit holders. It’s a slim and trim pistol that can be carried just about anywhere while still being potent in a self defence role. Look for ways that you can subtly change the way you dress to better accommodate the gun and get your hands on the best Glock 43 holster that you could possibly afford.
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